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21st century marxismPaul CockshottFebruary 21, 2011In certain respects the situation of Marxism in the early 21st century hasmuch in common with that in the late 19th century. In both cases Marxism isfaced with a world in which the capitalist mode of production dominates. Duringwhat Hobsbawm called the 'shorter 20th century', the period from 1914 to1990, world politics cantered round the epochal struggle between capitalist andsocialist economic systems, and that reality gave to Marxism a quite di�erentcharacter than in its �rst period 1948-1914. In historical terms then, we aresome 17 years into the 21st century.In each period Marxism has had to address itself to the theoretical and polit-ical challenges of the moment. The 19th century addressed two main problems:1) The constitution of the proletariat as a class and thus as a political party- (The Manifesto of the Communist Party 1848)2) The critique of bourgeois political economy and the establishment of apolitical economy of labour - (Capital 1867)Certain questions were only touched on the form of a future communistsociety (Critique of the Gotha Program) and the political form of the rule ofthe working class (The Civil War in France).If we look at the 20th century we see a quite di�erent set of questions beingaddressed.How were communist ideas to be propagated (What is to be Done, 1902) ?How was the communist movement to actually take power (The State andRevolution)?Once the revolution had taken place how was the economy to be re-organised(The New Economics, 1926)?How were revolutions in societies that were not yet fully capitalist to takeplace (Why is it that Red Political Power can exist in China 1928)?After the revolution how was the danger of counter-revolution to be com-bated (Documents of the Shanghai Left 1967)?In retrospect one can see that the mid 1970s represented the high water markof the socialist tide. Whilst the Vietnamese revolutionaries were driving the USout of Saigon, and the last colonial empire in Africa, that of Portugal, wasfalling, the failure of the cultural revolution in China was setting the economicscene for the triumph or reaction in the 80s and 90s. When, after the death ofMao, Deng threw open the Chinese economy to western capital investment, thebalance of class forces across the whole world was upset. An immense reserve1



army of labour, hireable of the lowest of wages, was thrown onto the scales. Thebargaining position of capital in its struggles with its domestic working classeswas, in one country after another, immensely strengthened.So today we are faced with a whole new set of questions. The generalintellectual/ideological environment is much less favourable to socialism thanit was in the 20th century. This is not merely a consequence of the counter-revolutions that occurred at the end of the 20th century, but stems from anew and more vigorous assertion of the classic tenets of bourgeois politicaleconomy. This re-assertion of bourgeois political economy not only transformedeconomic policy in the West, but also prepared the ideological ground for counterrevolutions in the East.The theoretical preparation for the turn to the free market that occurredin the 1980s had been laid much earlier by right wing economic theorists likeHayek and Friedman. Their ideas, seen as extreme during the 1950s and 60sgained in�uence through the proselytising activities of organisations like theInstitute for Economic A�airs and the Adam Smith Institute. These groupsproduced a series of books and reports advocating free market solutions tocontemporary economic problems. They won the ear of prominent politicianslike Margaret Thatcher, and from the 1980s were put into practice. She wasgiven the liberty to do this by a combination of long term demographic changesand short term conjectural events. Within Britain, labour was in short supply,but across Asia it had become super abundant. Were capital free to move abroadto this plentiful supply of labour then the terms of the exchange between labourand capital in the UK would be transformed. Labour would no longer hold thestronger bargaining position. The conjunctural factor making this possible wasthe surplus in foreign trade generated by North Sea oil. Hitherto, the workerswho produced manufactured exports had been essential to national economicsurvival. With the money from the North Sea, the manufacturing sector couldbe allowed to collapse without the fear of a balance of payments crisis. Thedeliberate run-down of manufacturing industry shrank the social basis of socialdemocracy and weakened the voice of labour both economically and politically.The success of Thatcher in attacking the working class movement in Britainencouraged middle class aspiring politicians in the East like Klaus and presageda situation in which Hayekian economic doctrines would become the orthodoxy.Thatcher's doctrine TINA, There Is No Alternative, (to capitalism) was gener-ally accepted.The theoretical dominance of free market economic ideas had by the start ofthe 21st century become so strong, that they were as much accepted by socialdemocrats and self professed communists, as they had been by Thatcher. Theyowe dominance both to class interests and to their internal coherence. The cap-italist historical project took as its founding documents the Declaration of theRights of Man, and Adam Smith?s Wealth of Nations. Together these provideda coherent view of the future of Bourgeois or Civil Society, as a self regulat-ing system of free agents operating in the furtherance of their private interests.Two centuries later when faced with the challenge of communism and socialdemocracy, the more farsighted representatives of the bourgeoisie returned to2



their roots, restated the original Capitalist Manifesto, and applied it to cur-rent conditions. The labour movement by contrast had no such coherent socialnarrative. Keynes?s economics had addressed only technical issues of govern-ment monetary and tax policy, it did not aspire to the moral and philosophicalcoherence of Smith.The external economic and demographic factors that originally favoured theturn to the market are gradually weakening. Within the next 20 years the vastlabour reserves of China will have been largely utilised, absorbed into capitalistcommodity production. Globally we are returning to the situation that West-ern Europe had reached a century ago: a maturing world capitalist economyin which labour is still highly exploited but is beginning to become a scarceresource. These were the conditions that built the social cohesion of classicalsocial democracy, the conditions that gave rise to the IWW and then CIO inAmerica, and led to the strength of communist parties in Western Europe coun-tries like France, Italy and Greece post 1945. We see in South America thisprocess in operation today.These circumstances set 21st century Marxism a new historical project: tocounter and critique the theories of market liberalism as e�ectively as Marxcritiqued the capitalist economists of his day.The historical project of the world's working classes can only succeed if itpromulgates its own political economy, its own theory of the future of society.This new political economy must be as morally coherent as that of Smith, mustlead to economically coherent policy proposals, which if enacted, open the wayto a new post-capitalist civilisation. As those of Smith opened the way to thepost feudal civilisation.Political failures of both Social Democracy and Leninism indicate that so-cialist movement never developed a coherent constitutional program. In par-ticular it has accepted the misconception of representative government eitherin its Leninist or Social democratic form. Representative government selectspoliticians, to stand in for, or represent, other people in the process of polit-ical decision making. This is what the Leninist party claimed: to be actingas a representative of the working class and making political decisions on itsbehalf. As such it is no more or less a representative form than a Social Demo-crat government. Despite di�erences, over who is represented and how they arerepresented, but the same principle remains : decisions are not taken by thosea�ected but are monopolized by a group of professional rulers, whose edicts arelegitimated in terms of some representative function.Selection of our rulers by multiple party elections cannot abolish the distinc-tion between rulers and ruled.The contradictory character of socialist representative government was ba-nally evident. The peoples representatives, through their control of the plan,and thus the method by which unpaid surplus labour is pumped out of thepeople, became e�ective controllers of the means of production. As such theirindividual class position was transformed and their ability to go on representingthe working people, compromised.Only if the distinction between ruler and ruled is abolished, when the peo-3



ple themselves decide all major questions through institutions of participatorydemocracy does the totalitarian inner secret at the heart of socialism cease to becontradictory. Only when the people in referenda decide the disposition of theircollective social labour : how much is to go on defence, how much on health,How much on consumer goods etc, can the political life of socialism cease tobe fraudulent.21st century Marxism can no longer push to one side the details of how thenon-market economy of the future is to be organised. In Marx's day this waspermissible, not now. We can not pretend that the 20th century never happened,or that it taught us nothing about socialism. In this task 20th century Westerncritical Marxists like Cli�, Bettleheim or Bordiga will only take us so far. Whilstthey could point out weaknesses of hitherto existing socialism, it did this bycomparing it to an ideal standard of what these writers thought that a socialistsociety should achieve. In retrospect we will see that these trends of thoughtwere a product of the special circumstances of the cold war, a striving for aposition of ideological autonomy 'neither Moscow nor Washington', rather thana programmatic contribution to Marxism. The very psychological detachmentthat such writers sought, de�ecting from their own heads the calumnies directedat the USSR, prevented them from positively engaging with the problems facedby historically existing socialism. It is only if you envisage being faced withsuch problems oneself, that one would come up with practical answers:"It is not the critic who counts: not the man who points out how the strongman stumbles or where the doer of deeds could have done better. The creditbelongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust andsweat and blood, who strives valiantly, who errs and comes up short again andagain, because there is no e�ort without error or shortcoming, but who knowsthe great enthusiasms, the great devotions, who spends himself for a worthycause; who, at the best, knows, in the end, the triumph of high achievement,and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least he fails while daring greatly, so that hisplace shall never be with those cold and timid souls who knew neither victorynor defeat." (Citizenship in a Republic, Roosevelt)Instead we must recover and celebrate the advances in Marxist political econ-omy that arose from the Russian experience: the method of material balancesused in preparing the 5 year plans and systematised as Input Output analysisby Leontief; the method of linear programming pioneered by Kantorovich; thetime diaries of Strumlin.In the 19th century Marx's Capital was a critique of the political economythat underlay British Liberalism. 21st century Marxists must perform a critiqueof neo-liberal political economy comparable in rigour and moral depth to Marx's19th century critique. In particular we must engage with and defeat the ideas ofthe Austrian school: Boehm-Bawerk, Mises, Hayek, whose ideas now constitutethe keystone of reaction. Soviet Marxism felt strong enough to ignore the then,and the response in the West came in the main from non-Marxian socialists likeLange and Dickinsen. If we are to reconstitute socialism as the commonsenseof the 21st century - as it was the commonsense of the mid 20th, then these arethe ideas that must be confronted. 4



In attacking them we should not hesitate to use the advances in other sci-ences - statistical mechanics, information theory, computability theory. And, tore-establish Scienti�c Socialism there must be a de�nitive break with the spec-ulative philosophical method of much of Western Marxism. We have to treatpolitical economy and the theory of social revolution like any other science.We must formulate testable hypotheses, which we then asses against empir-ical data. Where the empirical results di�er from what we expected, we mustmodify and retest our theories.To understand this new form of Marxist science consider the debate on theso-called 'transformation problem'. There was, in the 20th century, a huge andpointless literature attempting to rebut Boehm Bawerk's criticism of Marx'stheory of prices of production. The net result of this debate was only to detractattention from the labour theory of value and Marx's analysis of exploitation.The eventual breakthrough, in the 1980s, against this Austrian critique of Marx-ism came from two mathematical logicians Farjoun and Machover. Their work'The Laws of Chaos', was to my mind the most original contribution to Marxisttheory of the late 20th century. They used methods derived from statistical me-chanics to show that the assumption of a uniform pro�t rate, shared by Marxand Boehm Bawerk, was erroneous, and that in reality the classical labour the-ory of value (Capital vol I) operates. This was then con�rmed by the empiricalinvestigations of Shaikh and others.This willingness to learn from other sciences and use them in the struggleagainst the reigning ideology can be seen in the work of Peters who brought theideas of the computer pioneer Zuse into play in order to validate the possibility ofrational socialist planning. We see again in Peters, what was evident in Shaikhand Machover, a re-assertion of the importance for Marxism of the labour theoryof value. Whereas for Shaikh and Machover its role is causal in explaining theactual dynamics of capitalism. For Peters it becomes both a moral principleand an organising concept for the future socialism.The theoretical advances I refer to, occurred as the 20th century gave wayto the 21st. Vladimir Lenin said: "Without a revolutionary theory there cannotbe a revolutionary movement." This is as true today as in 1902. In the late20th century we came to lack such a theory. Thatcher's idea that 'There isno alternative', only seemed credible because we lacked a revolutionary politicaleconomy, one which not only interpreted the world but explained how to changeit, how to construct a di�erent world.21st century Marxism is starting out along the path to build that revolu-tionary political economy. Let us hasten its achievement so that when the nextmajor restructuring crisis hits the capitalist world economy we are in a positionto equip progressive movements with the ideas that they need if they are toprevail. Paul Cockshott 2007
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